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Innermost launch their 2019 Collection
Innermost are launching an exciting and diverse new lighting collection that will be
showing at Decorex 2019. The new range is a wonderful mix of technology and
vibrant new aesthetics.
From the simplicity of Portobello, to the technical feel of Kepler, the collection
expresses their approach to what a light should be.
Having worked with new designers and proven contributors from past collections,
they are presenting a range that proudly displays their belief that:

‘light is a material’
Their new marketing mantra found its way to the front of the catalogue, through the
design studio in which crafting and playing with light is what they do everyday, with
passion.
Decorex | Stand N220 | 6th - 9th October 2019
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by Bartlett & Jones

Designed by Steve Jones and James Bartlett, Hoxton is a curvilinear pendant light with three
angled facets in spun aluminium, that creates a simple yet striking aesthetic. The first joint
project the pair have completed together from start to finish.
At the heart of the East End of London, Hoxton is an area of innovation and re-invention.
Despite changing trends the area retains a solid sense of identity and functionality, which
inspired this collection, also reminiscent of industrial building machinery.
The pendants come in two diameter options: Hoxton 17 perfect for bar counter tops and
clusters, and Hoxton 50 which suits large spaces.
Hoxton is available in spun aluminium in textured Black or White with a contrasting Antique
Gold interior. It will also be available with custom colour options on request.
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Chelsea by James Bartlett
Meet Chelsea: The new range of spun aluminium pendant lights designed by James Bartlett.
With a simple form that is reminiscent of an upturned teacup, these classic pendants are
named after a traditional variety of teaware whose shape was identified as ‘Chelsea’.
Each model is available in classic matt Black or White exterior with contrasting antique gold
interior, and will also be available with custom colour options on request.
Light also emits from the top to create a delicate illumination around the exterior. These
simple forms create beautiful pendants that suit a wide variety of applications. The versatile
range works perfectly as a cluster, particularly effective with multiple size and colour choices.
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Kepler Floor by Cohda & James Bartlett
The floor lamp for Kepler features a base system designed by James Bartlett with a clever
new adjustable mechanism. Underlining the long slim span and vertical stem is a cast iron
base weight that looks (and feels) like a piece of industrial machinery. The aesthetic works
perfectly with the slimline look of Kepler.
Cohda used highly innovative materials for the original design of Kepler, multiplying single
LEDs over a large thin surface to widely refract the light and give the illusion of infinity. The
fine material, which has been likened to hosiery from the fashion industry, creates a
fascinating effect, like a kaleidoscope of light rays.
James developed the lamp as an addition to the standard range and Innermost felt it was the
perfect item to launch this new look.
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Kepler Halo by Cohda
Defining a new product type for Innermost, Kepler Halo uses the light innovation developed
for the Kepler and literally frames it into a format that easily fits technical specifications for
offices and studios as well as decorative uses.
The aluminium ring removes the light points that were a feature of the original Kepler but
keeps the same innovative material to create a kaleidoscope of light rays across the face.
The result is a pedant giving pure diffused light with a decorative effect that has no impact on
the light quality. Available as a pendant or with flush mount fittings for ceiling or wall
installations.
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Portobello by Assemblyroom
Simultaneously familiar and new, Portobello is an aesthetic that fits anywhere. Strong gloss
colours and the ability to easily customise add value to a form that is simplicity itself.
Constructed from hand spun aluminium, it draws inspiration from the simplicity and
functionality of industrial pendant lights of a bygone era.
With its scale, defined outline and its two tone colour scheme (coloured exterior, white
interior) this large contemporary classic pendant light will have an impact on any room.
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Purl by Innermost
Purl takes our popular DropLED line to a new dimension. With the addition of a simple cover
and screw on frosted glass ball DropLED becomes Purl - just about the simplest dedicated
LED pendant solution on the market today. Available as a complete unit, or an add-on to an
existing DropLED fitting.
This dimmable luminaire consumes minimal energy while providing simple, beautiful lighting.
Choose between Brass or Gun Metal fittings with corresponding ceiling rose.
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Brixton Floor Lamp by James Bartlett
The Brixton spot was inspired by the Victorian railway and residential architecture of south
London. Designer James Bartlett took the octagonal turrets that appear on buildings in the
area as the starting point for this design, which has a strong engineered aesthetic.
New for Brixton; the architecturally inspired design has floor lamp options with beautiful solid
marble bases.
The floor lamp features a dual light source on a single stem, perfect for reading and lounge
chair use.
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Brixton Table Lamp by James Bartlett
The Brixton spot was inspired by the Victorian railway and residential architecture of south
London. Designer James Bartlett took the octagonal turrets that appear on buildings in the
area as the starting point for this design, which has a strong engineered aesthetic.
New for Brixton; the architecturally inspired design has table lamp options with beautiful solid
marble bases.
Available in Copper or Graphite finish with contrasting red cable, the details further elevate
this striking piece.
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Brixton Adjustable Wall Lamp by James Bartlett
Brixton Wall was inspired by the Victorian railway and residential architecture of south
London. Octagonal turrets that appear on the buildings were the starting point for the spot
pendant, which has a strong engineered aesthetic. This classic down-lighter is mounted on
an aluminium wall plate, and available in copper or graphite.
Extra features added to this bedside design include front switch, adjustable head and a USB
for device charging.
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Core by Innermost
Innermost are launching their simple glass ‘Core’ pendant light in three new finishes: white,
silver and polished brass.
Part of the ‘Essentials’ range, Core resembles a parison of molten glass, fresh from the
furnace, now with a metallic or the milky white finish with semi-transparency.
High quality thick walled glass immediately signal the quality of this piece of artist made
mouth blown glass. Quality braided cables and an E27 or E26 bulb holder allows a wide
selection of illumination options, whether you want a 'retro styled' filament LED or a large
frosted globe - this pendant will look good for all occasions.
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Don’t miss the new collection from Innermost at Decorex between
6th and 9th October 2019

About Innermost
Innermost is a British design brand with a rebellious approach to lighting and furniture.
Founded in London and working with designers from all over the world, Steve Jones and
Russell Cameron aimed to create an innovative and diverse brand, making products of the
absolute highest quality. Since 1999 the company has followed its initial philosophy, to be
‘as British as London itself’: a unique mixture of classic English tradition and vibrant global
diversity.
For more information contact: emma@innermost.net or info@innermost.net
London Showroom - 2.02 & 2.04 Oxo Tower Wharf Bargehouse Street London SE1 9PH T +44 (0)20 7620 1808
Asia Sales Office - Unit 02, 2/F, EW International Tower, No. 120 Texaco Road, Tsuen Wan, Hong Kong T +852 2857 5289

